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Texas Marble Collectors Show — Reserve Your Table Now!

Spring 2021 Marble Show

WHEN:
Saturday, April 24, 2021 from 9am—3pm

ROOM TRADING: 
Thursday and Friday evenings, April 22 & 23

HOTEL: 
Wingate by Wyndham & Williamson  
Conference Center
1209 N IH 35
Round Rock, Texas, 78664 

HOTEL RESERVATIONS: 512. 341.7000
 
SHOW COORDINATOR: Carroll Collier

TABLE RESERVATIONS: 512.751.2945 or
Cdc2@flash.net

Fall 2021 Marble Show

WHEN:
Saturday, October 9, 2021 from 9 am—3 pm

ROOM TRADING:
Thursday and Friday evenings October 7 & 8

HOTEL:
Radisson Hotel—North @ Fossil Creek
2540 Meacham Bluv.
Fort Worth, Texas  76106

HOTEL RESERVATIONS: 817.625.9911
 
SHOW COORDINATOR: J. Lynn Johnson

TABLE RESERVATIONS: 940.300.3222 or  
Lynn.johnson@unt.edu
 

This Issue of our TMC Newsletter is dedicated to early machine-made marbles that are ‘hard to find and considered by our 
editors as very rare.’ Having stated our objective; let us ask for your patience, since ‘what is hard to find and very rare’ are very 
subjective observations.  Why some marbles are readily available, and others limited is never completely clear.  Starting with 
manufacturer’s production decisions, add children preferences, and believing most homes still have sock drawers that accu-
mulates loose marbles; the reasons some marbles are rare and some are plentiful remains elusive.  Thus, with tribulations and 
some hesitation, we have focused on M.F. Christensen’s Green Brick, CAC’s Orange Peel, Layered Sands and Peach glass 
marbles; in other words, a focus primarily on early machine-made marbles. 



This edition of our TMC Newsletter is dedicated to the memory of Judy Davis (1942—
2021). We will miss you.

Judy Davis got her angel wings on January 15, 2021. 
Her heart failed and she passed peacefully at home 
as she desired. As Jane says, “she was the best half of 
the ‘Texas Marble Ladies’ for over 25 years.  Despite 
numerous heart surgeries, she only missed three TMC 
shows since 1992.  She was a survivor of three open 
heart surgeries and was using her eighth pacemaker.  
She had been 100% paced for many years.  She loved 
attending the marble shows to visit with friends, smile 
and flirt a little.  Jane always knew that she was Judy 
choice for the last dance. 

At our Marble Shows, Judy always ensured we had 
vendor gifts; bags of free marbles for kids while selling 
the ‘marble figures. As the Texas Marble Ladies, Judy’s 
smile and personality along with Jane’s knowledge of 
marbles made a team that all the visitors enjoyed.  As 
her picture reminds us, Judy loved wearing the ‘rollie 
hat’ and she was correct when she would observe that it took ‘real guts’ to wear one.  Judy 
collected peewees, marble earrings, and misshapen marbles.  She would search through a 
newly acquired jar to see if any ‘might be for her.’ Judy enjoyed buying marbles from Joe 
Lovell and Greg Hoglin among others.

Judy retired from the University of Texas System having managed purchasing and inventory 
departments for 30 years. Judy and Jane recently celebrated 33 years together.  Judy Davis’ 
smiling face and laugh will be missed by all that knew her.   
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The marble(s) we are showing are Christensen Agate Company’s (CAC) 
Striped Opaque.  These Striped Opaque are excellent examples of the design 
and color combinations that produces a specialized type that collectors call, 
Layered Sands.  The marble at the top of the Photo # 1 is 23/32’ with multiple 
colors of green, yellow, orange, black, and streaks of brown. The second marble 
from the top is also a Layered Sand with red, orange, black, and yellow colors 
and 21/32’ size. 

R.S. Block’s book, Collecting Early Machine Marbles, describes the 
characteristics of the Striped Opaque/Transparency swirl design as “single or 
double seamed marble. . . the marble will most likely have a colored base with 
one or more opaque colors striped or banded across the surface from seam to 
seam.”  Block describes Striped Opaque called “Layered Sand” as having strata 
that are finer than most flames and resembles layers of sand in an aquarium 
or sand art containers.  Paul Baumann, (4th Edition of Collecting Antique 
Marbles, 2004) comments on CAC swirls by writing, “Other swirls that have 
received special names from collectors include those with numerous slim 
parallel layers, resembling the sand art sold in small jars at fairs.” (see p. 132 & 
photo 267) In addition, Grist and Block uses the word, Exotic, to describe the 
CAC Striped/Swirl marble.  

Each of the pictured marbles have the classic design of ‘two halves pressed together’ as if glued.  The 
electric color for the bands/stripes matches the best examples in our marble literature.  The marble 
shown in Photo #1 is shown in Baumann’s 4th ed. Of Collecting Antique . . . in Photo 267, p. 132.    

The Layered Sand marbles pictured comes to us because 
of the collecting skill and knowledge of one of our 
members, Art Rohde.  As most collectors have done, Art 
and Gail Rohde have spent a life-time collecting marbles.  
While focusing on handmade and machine marbles, 
Art’s true passion came with his search for CAC marbles.  
Art’s first Layered Sand was obtained in 1999 from Mark 
Thompson.  In 2003, Art and Gail had the opportunity 
to obtain the larger marble, 23/32 example from Brian 
Estepp.  

As Art and Gail reduced their travel associated with 
their marble hobby, they shared their finest marbles with 
members of the Texas Marble Collector group.  Thus, the 
Layered Sands shown in our pictures will often be on 
display at the TMC marble shows. We hope you can use 
this information to find a CAC Layered Sand in that jar 
of marbles you have in the garage.       
 

CAC’S LAYERED SAND MARBLE

PHOTO #1

PHOTO #2

PHOTOS #3 & #4
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The Orange Peel marble is one of the many Christensen Agate Company’s 
(CAC) patterns and color combinations that collector’s value today.  

The marble that is pictured is 9/16’ in wet mint condition.  The CAC’s Orange 
Peel is extremely rare.  The marble is characterized by a brilliant diamond 
shaped design of mottled electric orange and yellow that is highly defined 
against a brilliant opaque black base.  The electric orange design is very 
interesting when viewed closely.  

Under magnification, the design shows dots, streaks and at least three colors.  
One can easily see the design makes the electric orange as the dominant color 
outlining the patch against the opaque back base.  Surely, the distinct orange 
design served as the basis for the name, Orange Peel, given by the first kids 
displaying the marble on the playground. The dots require a closer inspection, 
however. The dots appear as very small circles with a green center surrounded 
with yellow circling.  The streaks show a distinct yellow color and are of varying 
lengths.  Both dots and streaks are contained within the diamond design.  

While our photograph and printing capabilities are limited, the pictured 
marble is one of the best examples known to exist of the Orange Peel. There 
are probably a hundred or even thousands of reasons why the Orange Peel is 
so very rare among today’s collectors.  Could it be that children in the 1920s 
and 30s found the marble less appealing than so many of the more elaborate 
designs of the CAC factory.  Or, perhaps, the marble was easily mistaken for a 
game marble with the black base being confused with the black game marbles 
of Allie or other firms.  

This marble is pictured in Everett Grist’s Big Book of Marbles (copyright: 
Everett Grist, 1993 by Collector books) on page 58, shown as marble #3.  
The comes to us because of the collecting skill and knowledge of one of our 
members, Art Rohde.  Art knew that a CAC marble called an Orange Peel existed.  He had interviewed 
several collectors in search for one and had the Grist book to reference. In 2000, the Running Rabbit 
auction listed an Orange Peel as one of its lead marbles in Marble Auction #44, closing November 
10, 2000.  We are indebted to Art and Raymond Anderson for keeping copies of the Running Rabbit 
Auction #44 category.  The Orange Peel is shown as Item # 004.  Art and another familiar marble 
collector of note, Mr. Les Jones, each submitted the same bid amount.  Art tells us that in those days 
when two bidders were tied, that telephone calls were made to each to see who would be successful.  
Art remembers receiving the call at 2:00 a.m. after the auction closed.  He raised his bid and Mr. Jones 
did not.  Thus, most of us saw our first (and for many of us) our only Orange Peel in Art Rohde’s CAC 
collection.  Art has since sold the marble to members of the TMC club.  Thus, the marble is often on 
display at the TMC marble shows.  

We hope you can use this information and pictures to find a CAC Orange Peel in the wild or in that jar 
of marbles you have in the garage.       

CAC’S ORANGE PEAL MARBLE
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The MFC Brick, named ‘American Cornelian’ by the firm, is described 
as the “flagship marbles of the company” by Paul Baumann when he 
identifies the Green Bricks as “very rare” marbles (pg.124 Collecting 
Antique Marbles). 

The MFC Green Brick marble shown in our pictures may be the very best 
example of MFC flagship marbles.  It has wonderful size at 13/16, is in 
mint condition, and is shown on page 124 in Baumann’s book.  The size, 
green color and the Ying-Yang design makes this marble very rare.

While our camera work is never as detailed as we would like, the marble  
‘in hand’ allows one to see the green color go down into the brick color 
itself.  On the sides and back side you will see several different colors 
of the brick marble swirl into black.  The front or top side you see two 
different colors of the brick encircling the white and green creating the 
Ying-Yang swirl.

The first time most of us saw this marble, it was in the collection of Mel 
Elam.  Mr. Elam’s collection contained multiple M.F. Christensen bricks, 
with this marble his top item.  At Mr. Elam’s passing, his estate passed 
the marble to Jim Musick, one of our Arkansas collectors.  Jim’s collection 
of bricks was exceptional. Jim’s family passed the marble to Donnie Van 
Vranken.  Donnie has recently sold the Green Brick to another one of our 
TMC collectors, Phil Cooke. 

If you attend our next TMC Show, you will see this MFC Green Brick 
displayed.  

M.F. CHRISTENSEN (MFC) GREEN BRICK 13/16 WITH A 
YING-YANG DESIGN
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CAC’S PEACH GLASS 
DESIGN & PATTERNS:

The marble(s) we are showing with 
this set of pictures are Christensen 
Agate Company’s (CAC) marbles 
using the Peach glass.  

The three marbles that are pictured 
are excellent examples of CAC’s 
use of Peach glass that most marble 
research reports as ‘very rare.’
R.S. Block in Collecting Early 
Machine-made Marbles: describes 
CAC slags. These were produced 
(i.e., CAC) in a variety of colors, (no other company produced peach).”  In his book, Collecting Antique 
Marbles, 4th edition, Paul Baumann describes the peach color as “truly unique and spectacular . . .” 

As Block and Baumann’s reflected, the CAC Peach glass is often described as unique; however, unique 
does not mean that it is always easy to identify.  In other words, other marble manufacturers have produced 
colors that are easily confused with CAC’s peach glass. Peltier marbles with an ‘amber glass base or a clear 
base with heavy orange/red stripes/patches can produce a base that may be confused with CAC’s peach.  
Akro created a glass base that might be described as an amber base, also.  A very light version of Akro’s 
amber is sometimes called a “champaign color.” 

CAC produced several designs using the peach color.  Three of those designs follow in pictures.  Picture 
below shows a large CAC slag measuring 27/32”.  In 2001 Art and Gail Rohide won this marble in a Block 
Auction.  At the time, Black judged the marble to be 9.8 on his scale.  The combination of the marble’s size, 
design, and peach color base produces an extremely rare example of the firm’s peach glass.  
The marble in the center of the three is a CAC Submarine, swirl measuring 5/8” with a peach glass base 
stripes of electric yellow and purple in a Striped Transparent design.  The peach glass base supports electric 
yellow and purple strips that form the two halves design.  This marble, owned by TMC members since 
2001, is an excellent quality and very rare marble. 

Finally, the last of the three peached glass marbles is a CAC Hand-gathered swirl measuring 5/8” with 
peach glass base and a white patch design.  The marble has a pinch pontil which allows the peach glass to 
be highlighted.  Phil Antilis, one of our finest TMC marble collectors, identified this marble in 2016.  The 

design of this marble allows one 
an excellent view of CAC’s peach 
glass. The next time you visit a 
TMC Marble Show take a few 
minutes and compare CAC’s 
peach glass with Peltier and 
Akros amber glass colors.  
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To the left, you will find a beautiful collection of CAC Guineas—both 
clear and blue base. The center marble of top row is a clear based 
Guinea/Cobra—see it up close above. (from Phil Cooke’s collection)

Below, you will find a beautiful collection of CAC marbles (note the 
MFC Green Brick in the center spot, also viewable up close above, 
right.). From Phil Cooke’s collection.
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